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Survey Summary
35 Student Responses
Survey Questions:

○ Overall, how well did you enjoy the event?

○ How informed/comfortable did you feel about your public safety offices

before this event?

○ How informed/comfortable did you feel about your public safety offices

after this event?

○ Would you like to see this event return in the future?

○ If you could offer a suggestion to improve this event, what would it be?



Charts and Graphs (Count: 4)





Survey Notes
Listed below are points collected from the data listed above.

● The majority of Butler students who attended this event and filled out the survey

absolutely loved it (23/35), with the following responses being liked it

(10/35) and then neutral about it and disliked it both received one vote.

● Prior to this event, Butler students ranked their knowledge and comfort with

public safety as comfortable (18/35). The following rankings went very

comfortable (12/35) and then neutral (5/35).

● After Dawgs Night Out, 27 of the 35 student responses showed Butler students

being very comfortable with public safety offices. An additional 7 felt

comfortable and then one student selected neutral.

● Based on their responses, 21 of the 35 respondents feltmore comfortable

after this event and 11 students felt the same level of comfort and knowledge

afterwards.

● When asked if students would like this event to return, 33 of the 35 respondents

selected yes.

● The suggestion question was optional and only one response was given stating

“They were so friendly! No advice!”

Next Steps
SGA is actively working toward addressing student concerns and feedback.

● SGA will review these results and consider if it would be beneficial for the student

body to establish this as an annual event.

● SGA will encourage students on campus to continue to collaborate with their

public safety offices.


